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Chemical and structural components of work function changes in the
process of palladium hydride formation within thin Pd film
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Abstract

Surface phenomena which occur in the process of palladium hydride PdHx formation during H2 interaction “in situ” with thin palladium
films were studied by means of two methods: (i) measurements of work function changes��, and (ii) determination of topographical images
using atomic force microscopy (AFM). A very strong decrease of the work function up to∼2 V was registered in the course of the reaction
at 78 K when thin Pd films deposited on Pyrex glass were applied. However a small�� was noticed when using Pd films deposited on glass
precovered with a thick platinum film. AFM topography exhibited a net of distinct protrusions in the first case, but the topography was almost
u
P dH.
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nchanged in the second. We suggest that the above unusually high decrease of the work function in the process of PdHx formation within a
d/glass system is caused by the change of thin Pd film topography, and not by very strong polarization of hydrogen adspecies on Px surface
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Hydrogen interaction at low temperatures with thin films
f many transition metals deposited under ultra-high vacuum
UHV) conditions (1–2)× 10−8 Pa, thus having a clean sur-
ace, can form hydrides MeHx at H2 pressure below 1 Pa.
his allows studies of surface phenomena occurring “in situ”

n the course of this reaction. Determination of the electron
ork function�, one of the most important surface proper-

ies of metals, provides information concerning the electric
harge of the hydrogen adspecies at every selected step of the
rocess. The change of electron work function�� caused by
dsorption or surface reaction is often called surface potential
SP). By definition SP= −��. The SP is an additive prop-
rty of the adsorbent–adsorbate system and depends on the
hange of the electric charge density distribution induced by
dsorption or chemical reaction on the surface. Hence SP is
function of chemical composition and structure of the sur-

ace. According to the well-known Smoluchowski’s model
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[1] the increase of surface roughness increases SP (dec
�). This theoretical prediction was confirmed by numer
experimental findings[2]. On the other hand the negativ
charged adspecies arising on the outer surface in the cou
adsorption or a chemical reaction decrease SP (increase
function), and those positively charged increase SP (dec
�). It has been found from measuring SP at low tempera
(e.g. 78 K) in the process of hydride formation within t
films of several transition metals deposited on Pyrex g
that two distinct forms of hydrogen adsorbate exist on
surface[3–6]. These are: (i)�− atomic form arising at th
beginning of the reaction, negatively polarized (negative
of the dipole pointing away from the surface), stable on
outer surface, and (ii)�+ atomic form induced by an increa
of coverage, positively polarized. The�+ adspecies are n
stable on the surface as are�−, but quickly incorporate int
the bulk. This leads to transition metal hydride format
The formation of a positively charged hydrogen adspecie
the surface of a transition metal precovered with an am
of hydrogen adatoms was predicted theoretically by Grim
[7]. According to his model the increase of the hydrogen
ulation on the metal surface also increases the magnitu
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the splitting between even and odd induced localized states.
There is a critical value of the population above which the
lower state merges into the metal conduction band. Then do-
nation of electrons from hydrogen adatoms into unoccupied
states of the conduction band occurs. This leads to the�+
adspecies creation.

It has been well established that in the case of hydrides
of several transition metals (e.g. PdHx, VHy) hydrogen in
their bulk exhibits protonic character[8]. Thus the nature of
the�+ adspecies is similar to that characteristic of hydrogen
in the bulk of these hydrides, and incorporation below the
surface can be driven just by the concentration gradient. It
has been found that hydrides formation within thin films of
several transition metals (Pd, Ti, V, Nb) deposited on glass
very strongly increases SP[3–6]. This would suggest that
on surfaces of these hydrides strongly polarized hydrogen
adspecies exist.

Studies of AFM topographical images of thin palladium
film deposited on microscope glass (Menzel, Glaser) carried
out “ex situ”, after moving the samples from the UHV appara-
tus into the atomic force microscope cell, showed that their in-
teraction with hydrogen at 298 K under H2 pressure∼101 kPa
(far abovePeq ∼ 1 kPa, which is the H2 equilibrium pressure
for palladium hydride formation at 298 K) leads to the forma-
tion of a net of protrusions[9]. The protrusions disappeared
completely when hydrogen in the cell was changed to ar-
g cted
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position, and which also allows to work at H2 pressure up to
10 Pa in the course of PdHx formation, was used. SP mea-
surements were performed by means of the static capacitor
method[3,10,11]. The static capacitor circuit of short re-
sponse time (10−3 s), high sensitivity (1 mV) and high stabil-
ity (1 mV/10 min), allowing for work within a large interval
of pressure (10−8 to 10 Pa) and temperature (78–500 K), was
applied for SP measurements. Thin films of known mass were
obtained by complete evaporation of a fine Pd wire, of pre-
cisely determined weight, wound around a tungsten heater.
Spectroscopically pure hydrogen additionally purified in the
course of the experiments was introduced into the static ca-
pacitor (disconnected from pumps) in successive calibrated
doses. H2 pressure was recorded continuously by means of an
ultra-sensitive Pirani-type gauge capable of working within
the interval 2× 10−4 to 10 Pa. The volume of the static ca-
pacitor cell was previously determined, thus knowing the
mass of the Pd film and H2 pressure, the atomic ratio H/Pd
at every step of the process could be calculated and corre-
lated with SP. Surface potential studies in the course of PdHx

formation within Pd/Pt/glass system were performed having
thick (100 nm) Pt film deposited on glass before thin Pd film
(40 nm) was obtained.

For the AFM studies, thin films were deposited on glass
microscopic plates under UHV conditions. Application of
a proper mask allows to cover part of the glass plate with
P k Pt
fi ns-
p is-
c dH
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e
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on. This process was well reversible. It could be expe
hat the net of protrusions arising on thin PdHx film on glass
s caused by the stress accompanying the hydride form
the lattice constant of palladium hydride is higher than
haracteristic of palladium), which is too large to be c
ensated by the adhesive force between the metal film
lass support. Thus on some local sites the film was lo

ts contact with the glass support, forming protrusions.
ontact was restored when PdHx was decomposed, chang
he H2 gas phase above the sample for argon.

If our interpretation is valid, then the hydride format
ithin thin Pd film deposited on glass precovered with a t

ayer of a metal which exhibits a strong cohesion aga
alladium and which does not form hydrides, should
ult in the absence of protrusions. The absence of pr
ions should also influence the electric charge density d
ution over the surface, leading to a decrease of SP.
entioned above strong increase of SP in the cours
dHx formation within thin Pd film deposited on glass co
e a superposition of structural and chemical change
nswer this question, experiments with SP measurem
nd AFM topography studies were performed using thin
lms deposited on glass and on glass precovered with
latinum film.

. Experimental

The Pyrex glass UHV system capable of routinely re
ng (2–3)× 10−8 Pa during palladium and platinum film d
d film, while the other part was precovered with a thic
lm and next with Pd film. Next, the samples were tra
orted through the air into the AFM cell (Topometrix, D
overer). The topography of the film in the course of Px
ormation or its decomposition was monitored by video c
ra and AFM during H2 or Ar flow at pressure∼100 kPa

hrough the cell maintained at 298 K. XPS experim
howed that only small traces of platinum were present w
hin palladium film (Pt/Pd< 10−3) when Pd/Pt/glass syste
as examined.

. Results

The course of surface potential in the process of Px
0.01 < x < 0.95) formation at 78 K within thin Pd film o
lass and on glass precovered with Pt film is shown inFig.
, while the dependence of SP on the H/Pd atomic rat
resented inFig. 2. The response of the surface potentia
2 doses introduction is clearly visible. When the crit
overage is reached, a rapid increase of SP due to th�+
dspecies creation is followed by a slow decay of the si
xamination showed that the rate of the SP decay fits the
rder kinetic equation, as should be expected for incorp

ion below the surface. It was observed that these trans
f positive SP signals registered as a result of successiv
rogen doses were not complete within the concentrati
ydrogen in PdHx (0.2 < x < 0.8) (Fig. 2). Hence the tota

ncrease of the surface potential during the whole proce
ydride formation was strongly positive. At higher conc
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Fig. 1. Surface potential changes in the course of PdHx (0 < x < 0.95) formation at 78 K within thin Pd films deposited on Pyrex glass (Pd/glass) and on Pyrex
glass precovered with thick Pt film (Pd/Pt/glass). Sections (A), (B), (C) correspond to the successive steps of the process described by the H/Pd atomic ratio.
Arrows indicate successive H2 doses introduction. Creation of�− and�+ adspecies is observed within both systems. A weakly bound hydrogen deposit on
PdHx (x > 0.8), desorbing during evacuation of the static capacitor is also clearly seen.

tration H/Pd successive H2 doses caused monotonic increase
of SP. The increase of SP for PdH0.95 under H2 pressure
2.5 Pa was reaching as much as∼2 V. This would mean a
strong polarization of hydrogen adatoms on the surface of
PdHx, or a strong roughening of the film. Isothermal evacu-
ation of the system caused decrease of SP by∼120 mV due
to desorption of some weakly adsorbed adspecies on PdH0.95
surface.

In contrast with the strong increase of SP in the case of
Pd/glass system, a plateau of the surface potential charac-
terizes PdHx (0.2 < x < 0.82) formation within Pd/Pt/glass.
Other features like�− and�+ forms of the adsorbate, as well
as the presence of the weakly bound deposit on the surface
of PdHx (x > 0.82) are the same.

Figs. 3 and 4show the AFM topographic images for
the PdHx/glass and PdHx/Pt/glass systems, and the corre-
sponding video camera response. Protrusions are created
only within PdHx/glass system. The part of the sample, with
the surface roughened by protrusions, is seen by the video
camera as darkened because of the dispersion of light, in

F
0 and
w num
fi

contrast to the light-reflecting unchanged topography of the
PdHx/Pt/glass system.

It should be emphasized that in the course of this work
�� and AFM studies were carried out under different ther-
modynamic conditions. Hence AFM data collected at 78 K
under UHV conditions (unavailable in our laboratory) would
be very useful to confirm the presented results.

F
w thick
platinum film. Protrusions formed within the PdHx/glass system are clearly
seen, as well as their absence in the PdHx/Pt/glass system.
ig. 2. SP dependence on the H/Pd ratio in the process of PdHx (0 < x <

.95) formation at 78 K within thin Pd film deposited on Pyrex glass
ithin thin Pd film deposited on Pyrex glass precovered with thick plati
lm.
ig. 3. AFM topographical image and profile of PdHx formed at 298 K
ithin thin Pd film deposited on glass and on glass precovered with
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Fig. 4. Video camera images: (a) The films Pd/glass and Pd/Pt/glass in Ar
atmosphere. The arrow indicates the boundary between the two films. (b) The
films PdHx/glass and PdHx/Pt/glass in H atmosphere. The arrow indicates
the boundary between the films. Darken image caused by dispersion of light
on protrusions can be noticed for PdHx/glass system, while light image
corresponds to unchanged topography of PdHx/Pt/glass system. Black part
of the picture in the left upper corner corresponds to the shadow of the AFM
cantilever.

4. Conclusion

We suggest that the decrease of SP registered at the begin-
ning of the process of PdHx formation within thin Pd film

due to arising of the�− adspecies, plateau of SP within
PdHx composition (0.1 < x < 0.80), and the presence of
the weakly adsorbed�+ adspecies on the surface of PdHx

(x > 0.8) are features corresponding to the chemical com-
ponent of SP. On the other hand the strong increase of SP
(decrease of the work function) registered in the process of
PdHx (0.1 < x < 0.8) formation at 78 K within a Pd/glass
system is caused by roughening of the film, and not by a high
polarization of hydrogen adspecies on the palladium hydride
surface.
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